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Intra-Day-Liquidity, the new black. 
5 minute read.

One of the emerging trends in Treasury, and in banking more broadly, is that as regulatory implementation 
continues managers are looking at ways in which they may apply the requirements of compliance to produce 
value added services in-house and for clients. The “burden” of meeting the stress testing, regulatory reporting 
and liquidity measures implemented since the financial crisis is now turning into opportunity to use data and 
technology to improve efficiency, risk management and re-engage with the franchise.

Treasury is, by dint of the changing landscape, not only increasingly more directly connected to clients by the 
impact on the balance sheet of the actions of each but also is now able to help shape client franchise strategy 
with both informed data and real-time-liquidity management techniques.

London and New York hosted their annual Fashion Weeks last month, and early spring also sees the start of the 
banking conference season. This year Intra-Day is the new Black.

ILM regulatory requirements are set out in BCBS 248. In broad terms this requires banks to adopt reporting, 
stress testing and risk management elements aligned to their participation level in providing certain services. For 
example, rules differ between direct and in-direct participation in clearing systems.

While these rules present challenges to banks they also provide opportunities to both improve the economics of 
liquidity management and deliver new value added services to clients.

During a business day, a liquidity manager must ensure that settlement account activities are funded with sufficient 
liquidity – across all currencies, jurisdictions, and cash/securities – while not risking hitting limits or tying up 
valuable cash unnecessarily.
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Exhibit 1: ILM Landscape High level

The ILM landscape outlined in Exhibit 1 is repeated for each entity or currency in which a banking group operates 
resulting in many adjustments, interventions and changes during any one business day. Aggregated data at “use” 
stage increases complexity of the process.

For a liquidity manager, some of the key challenges in the new liquidity norm come from the sourcing, timing and 
presentation of data related to cash flows. The ability to collect data in real-time at transaction level and present 
holistic and varied views across all group entities, currencies and client types are central to both effective liquidity 
management and evolving the client franchise proposition.

Building a solution that empowers managers to move from the “scheduling” of payment cycles to active 
management will allow for improved management of nostros and buffers reducing the cost of maintaining cash 
and collateral that is excess to requirements. As this approach beds in Treasury may develop techniques that 
present a commercial advantage by applying internal data solutions to assist clients in the management of their 
own liquidity.

Looking back a few years we were entering the “New Rules, New Game” era when regulatory implementation 
would give rise to the need for much more strategic liquidity partnerships between banks and their clients. We are 
now seeing that technology is rapidly becoming the enabler for this.

Exhibit 2: ILM Challenge / Opportunity

ILM KEY CHALLENGE ILM OPPORTUNITY

Collection and Visualisation of transaction level data Active dashboards that highlight real-time activities 
and risk alerts

Pro-active rather than reactive management Real-time, instant, data to enable proactive cash 
management

Develop analytics to identifiy behaviours Value add to client businesses for solutions and client 
services

Cash, Collateral, Buffer costs Smart risk mgt decision assistance tools

Stress Testing vs Forecasting Link forward looking stress tests into forecasting
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In complex organisations the access to data across many legacy and silo systems can now be tackled with the 
use of advanced streaming technologies that can deliver raw transaction level data to a liquidity managers desk 
top.

Once this lake of data is filled real time analytics techniques may be applied to manage the payment, buffer and 
risks increasingly effectively. This enables a significant increase in the pace at which intra-day may be managed 
and provides the potential to reduce cost of LM substantially. 

By then using the data collected to model business division and client behaviors Treasury may bring a whole new 
lens to the strategy of individual business lines or to client segment approaches. Machine Learning algorithms can 
begin to build observations of how inputs to ILM may be adapted to improve cost or returns further.

It could be that, say, a Financial Markets division could adapt the way in which its business lines sell down risk or 
maybe a Transaction Services business could add new product features to encourage certain client segments to 
alter payment or cash management terms adding value to both the client and the bank.

Exhibit 3: ILM Techniques can help align and organisation

Being able to not only identify payment and collateral behavior trends but to observe whole new metrics on 
business activity means that Treasury may become increasingly integral to aligning an organization around the 
balance sheet strategy.

To maximize the benefits of the investment that has been required to meet regulatory reporting and testing 
requirements Treasury should be ready to apply analytical and modelling techniques that bring benefits across 
the organization. 

Adopting these approaches brings Strategic Treasury a step closer and provides the Liquidity Manager with both 
the tools to perform their complex tasks and yet be closer to the client by adding value at all levels.
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